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Relax, Unwind, De-Stress, and Color In Your Dreams With These 35 Groovy 70s Fashion Detailed
Illustrations. Imagine putting on some 70s disco tunes and sitting down to relax and color your way
through the fashions and trends of the 1970s. These detailed illustrations will teleport you back to a
world where bell bottoms, platform shoes, tie-dye, jumpsuits, and disco were born. Pick a page that
jumps out to you and let the fun begin! ***See a teaser with all the pages in Groovy 70s on Youtube
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hr8SLxF2LmI LightBurst Media is committed to bringing you
fun and unique adult coloring books for you to relax and enjoy! We are quickly becoming an favorite
adult coloring book brand and hope you enjoy our coloring books! What you can expect from
Groovy 70s: FUN hand-drawn fashion pages, no computer generated or stock images here!Â
Clothing, hair styles, accessories and trends from 1970-1979Â Images printed single sidedÂ
Detailed stress relieving designs perfect for both Adults and Teens Â A great gift for people that like
70s stuff and retro fashion Bonus: A 70s playlist of groovy disco tunesÂ Pick up your copy of
Groovy 70s today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of the page for a fun way to relax and
unwind!
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I love this book, literally brought back such a flood of memories of growing up in that era.~~!!**

One-sided pages so you can use markers if you like, but be sure to use bleed through protection if
you leave it in the book, glue bound so would come a part with a heat gun easily enough if you
prefer to take your images out and scan them to card stock as the paper is only a 60# weight, The
images themselves are spot on. I think any colorist would enjoy this book from beginning to
advanced. I have not colored in it yet as my best friend stole it and is coloring in it right now.
LightBurst Media sent me this book complimentary for my honest review. Please see the video flip
through for a look inside the 70's ERA~~!!**

WOW! This is a fantastic coloring book! It contains extremely detailed pages which are overflowing
with 70s fashions & trends! Also, I have been listening to the 70s playlist that the book included
while coloring & love the disco tunes! Hands down, this is my favorite adult coloring book! It's fun &
relaxing and the art work is superb! I would recommend it to all coloring & fashion lovers.

The detail in this coloring book is out of this world! Page after page of disco fabulousness. This
coloring book will teleport you into a cartoon world where disco never died, everything is fabulous,
and fashion is king.

I was gifted with the coloring book Grove 70's: Fashion in return for my honest review. I can't say
enough how The artist Bonnie Bright put such detail into her work. I couldn't stop coloring from the
minute I received it. I would definitely recommend and can't wait to see the rest of her book.

This flash from the past is a blast! The 1970s details are there - down to the macrame plant hangers
and wide-legged attire. I love doing these pages - they are pretty intricate but not to the point of
annoying. I recently purchased some flesh/hair tone pencils and they were work great on these
figures. Otherwise, all colors in the clothes and backgrounds work in vibrant, groovy harmony. I'll
had some photos to this review soon.

I love, love the fun images in this book. The pictures are happy and fun, very detailed and lots of
options to color. Has lots of pages which I always love.There is one image per page and the paper
is slightly thicker than printing paper, with a nice texture for grabbing color. My favorite part of the
images, is that they fill the whole page with designs.

I am in LOVE with adult coloring books!! I won a free copy of "Groovy 70's: Fashion Coloring Book

For Adults" from librarything.com and I LOVED it!!! I have always been a lover of the early 1900's
through the 70's fashion, once you hit the 80's it kind of turned into a slippery slope of bad wardrobe
choices. :0 Anyways this coloring book was so full of detail that I was overjoyed by the fact that I get
to personally choose the colors to go with this groovy fashion! It was so much fun!! Of course my
children wanted to help too, and they enjoyed coloring it too! Boy was it some interesting pieces of
fashion from them! :) If you are an adult coloring book lover too this is definitely something to add to
your buy list!

I like the theme based on popular 70's songs. Fun! The pages look like they will be a lot of fun to
color - lots of nooks, crannies, and designs. I'm not passionate about fashion or the 70's but I don't
dislike them. I mention that because the book still looks good even so. I only put a 4-star because I
felt the people depicted seemed more YA than Adult although the rest seemed adult.
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